This article proposes a new computational method for the form-finding of nexorades, also called reciprocal frames in the literature. The method is based on the translations of members forming the initial layout. It is shown that the two geometrical quantities defining nexorades -eccentricity and engagement length -depend linearly on the transformation parameters. The method introduced in this article is thus based on linear algebra, so that fitting problems can be formulated as simple quadratic optimisation problems under linear constraints. The proposed method is therefore fast, simple to implement, robust and can be applied to various grid patterns.
Introduction

Motivation
Nexorades, also known as reciprocal frames [1, 2] , are constituted of load-bearing members, which support each other along their span and not their extremities [3] . Their arrangement simplifies the construction of connection details, since only two members meet instead of four in quadrangular structures, or six in triangulated structures. They can be manufactured with robust and affordable techniques, like shown in Figure 1 while in comparison, a connection detail in free-form structure require complex manufacturing processes, due to higher node valence [4, 5] .
Nexorades have been used since the middle age, for example by Villard de Honnecourt [7] , or by Joseph Abeille [8] , both in France. The Zollinger lamella roof system, which was patented by Friedrich Zollinger, is another example of nexorade, particularly popular in Germany [9] .
Despite their simplicity of assembly, nexorades are not widely used by engineers and architects. Two technical issues might explain this lack of popularity apart from cultural and circumstantial reasons. First, the form-finding of geometrical configurations of nexorades requires efficient non-linear solvers, which do not provide any certainty about their output [1] . Besides elementary cases, Figure 1 : Simple two-valent connections in a nexorade (picture: [6] ) like regular polyhedra [10, 6] , cylindrical polyhedra or regular planar tilings, no theoretical result has been derived on the nature of the space of feasible nexorades. Second, nexorades are not as efficient as other structural systems mapping free-forms, like gridshells, because of their low node valence and low structural redundancy [11] .
This paper is concerned with the form-finding of nexorades on doubly-curved surfaces with linear algebra. A restricted set of transformations is proposed to formulate simple geometrical quality metrics that can easily be minimised. Geometrical optimisation of nexorades within the proposed framework is discussed and an innovative bracing system is proposed to improve the structural behaviour.
Vocabulary
Despite the fact that 'reciprocal frame' is the term generally used to describe this type of structure other terms would be more suitable as the term 'reciprocal frame' was originally used to describe only one node or a fan. The pioneer scientific work on these structures was done by Baverel et al. [1, 12] , where it was first demonstrated that eccentricities and engagement length control the form of such structures. During this investigation, the term to describe these structures was 'Nexorade' (term proposed by Prof. H. Nooshin, nexor meaning link in latin) where most of the present vocabulary is coming from. Despite this argument on the name of this typology, many authors share a common vocabulary specific to the design of reciprocal frames or nexorades, which is recalled here [1, 12] .
Consider first Figure 2 : the displacement of several lines creates an opening called the engagement window. The assembly of members that constitutes the engagement window is referred to as a fan. The lengths of the engagement window (for example, the distance between V 1,i and V 2,e ) are called engagement length. The eccentricity is the distance between the axes of two attached members. It is a signed distance (it can be positive or negative with respect to a direction chosen by convention). Eccentricities are difficult to avoid when designing nexorades. Another parameter to consider is then the top/bottom disposition of the members. For a fan with N in-going members, there are 2 N possible disposition (each contact can be oriented in a direction or the other). The simplest case of disposition is the so-called circular disposition, like on the left or middle of Figure 3 . Noncircular disposition might be required for precise shapefitting problems [13] . Due to the vast number of possibilities, the top/bottom disposition is not a parameter directly controlled by the user in the present work, but will be the result of the optimisation procedure described in Section 4.
Previous work
Form-finding of nexorades. Nexorades are characterised by the interrelation between the different geometrical parameters. Their form-finding is an issue studied in numerous papers, and is often treated as an optimisation problem. Baverel [12] proposed to used genetic algorithms to perform the form-finding of nexorades. Douthe and bottom top Figure 3 : Some examples of top/bottom dispositions in a fan with four members, after [13] and [14] .
Baverel proposed an adaptation of the dynamic relaxation (DR) [11] and also investigate the potential of this method for double layer systems [15] . The method is now implemented in several physics-based modelling tools [16] . Dynamic relaxation is a non-linear methods that can converge to local minima, but do not systematically converge towards the global minimum. Few papers deal with the analytical solution of the form-finding problem for nexorades: Senechal et al. studied the transformation of regular polyhedra by rotations [6] , while Baverel studied analytically transformations by translations of regular polyhedra [12] . Finally, some papers approach form-finding of nexorades by setting the eccentricities as soft constraints and perform iterative least-square optimisation [14] .
Structural behaviour of nexorades. Nexorades are rather unsusual objects for structural engineers. As beam structures, they can be analysed with the finite element or discrete element methods. For example, Kohlhammer and Kotnik performed the analysis of flat nexorades by studying its decomposition in basic systems [17] . Douthe and Baverel analysed the structural response of nexorades under out-of-plane loads with dynamic relaxation, keeping the same design framework for the form-finding and structural analysis of nexorades [11] . They later explored the potential of double-layer neoxrades with the same analysis tool [15] . The bearing capacity of nexorades using glued connections has been evaluated by Kolhammer et al., the study demonstrates the interest to minimise eccentricities in timber nexorades [18] . This point is further discussed in sectino 4.2.
Theoretical results are scarce, probably because of the complexity of the geometrical models and of the performance of modern parametric tools for modelling and analysis. Greco et al. studied the out-of-plane response of nexorades with a homogenisation technique [19] . Brocato showed that nexorades should map shapes that are optimised by minimising the axial forces, which is the opposite of what engineers tend to do with gridshells or shell structures [20] . This makes nexorades unusual objects for the majority of structural engineers, who are used to minimise bending and maximise axial forces in the structures they design. Brocato and Mondardini also explored the potential of volumic nexorades, which allow to build flat stone vaults [8, 21] .
Linear subspace exploration and modelling. Linear space exploration is common in computer graphics, and can be applied to the modelling of surface discretizations that meet construction constraints. Poranne et al. proposed different methods to model meshes with planar facets with linear transformations of the nodal coordinates [22] . Applications to the modelling of gridshell structures have been proposed in [23, 24, 25] . A cartography of the dimensions of the linear subspaces is proposed for different structural patterns in [26] .
Built projects. Nexorades are a mean to explore formal possibilities offered by elementary geometrical operations. They are often used for educational purpose, because they rely on rather simple detailing [27] . For example, the Plate Pavilion (Malta, 2014) uses plates rather than circular rods and explores the potential of offsets to create interlocking 1 . Full-scale architectural projects using nexorades are less common, and are often limited to temporary installations. Among recent projects, the KREOD pavilion demonstrates an interrelation between detailing and geometry 2 . The Mount Rokko-Shidare Observatory is one of the largest nexorades built to date [28] . Finally, the roof over an archeological site in Bibracte, France is a good example offered by nexorades with zero eccentricity [29] . All the aforementioned projects are either covered with membranes, or uncovered, and provide thus little thermal or acoustical comfort. Nexorades have not benefited from recent advances in architectural geometry, where the fabrication of envelopes with planar or developable panels has been studied extensively [30] . Covering nexorades with planar panels could thus open new possibilities for their use, like for other structural systems [31] .
Contribution
The design of nexorades mapping free-form surfaces requires fast and reliable tools. This article proposes to revisit the method of form-finding by translations initially presented in [12] and to present a novel framework for the form-finding of nexorades based on linear algebra, so that well-known results of linear algebra can be applied to determine the existence and uniqueness of solutions in optimisation problems. This article deals with two optimisation objectives: the fitting of engagement lengths, and the fitting of eccentricities. We focus on nexorades that minimise eccentricities rather than nexorades with constant eccentricities. This choice is governed by the technological choice for the practical realisation of connection (here a screwed T-joint, contrary to previous realisations using standard connectors), from a theoretical point of view, the method still apply for non-zero eccentricity. Section 2 introduces notations and details the methodology used in this paper. Section 3 presents the construction of linear subspaces for the form-finding of nexorades. Section 4 discusses numerical applications of geometrical optimisation with the construction subspaces. Section 5 introduces a novel structural system called shell-nexorade hybrid by the authors, and describes the geometrical formfinding of a timber pavilion implementing this concept.
Methodology
Data structure
Nexorades are constituted of members. In this article, and like in structural mechanics, members are idealised as lines, which follow their neutral axes. We focus on structures mapping 2-manifolds and consider the transformations of a mesh. The term edge in a mesh corresponds to the connection between two vertices, it is the combinatorial counterpart of the line that is drawn in the modeller. Figure 2 shows the creation of a fan from the disjunction of four concurrent lines. Usually, there is some eccentricity between the members: to each end node, we associate the closest point on the attached line. Each line has two ends: we store their coordinates in a column-vector X e .      X e,3i : x coordinate of node #i X e,3i+1 : y coordinate of node #i X e,3i+2 : z coordinate of node #i (1) It is also necessary to store information on proximities between lines. We call intermediate node the node corresponding to an end node on an adjacent member, as shown in Figure 2 . The coordinates of the intermediate nodes are stored in a column-vector X i of same size as X e .
The notation C is used for the edge-node connectivity matrix. It is a matrix with 3n n rows and 3n e columns, where n n and n e denote the number of nodes and edges (and lines or members) respectively. Note that we define the number of nodes as the number of end nodes, so that n n = 2n e . ∀α ∈ [0, 2], C 3i+α,3j+α = 1 if node #i belong to edge #j 0 else (2) Let us write X and X the coordinates of the nodes before and after the transformation. They are related by a linear equation:
A member always has at most two intermediate nodes, regardless of the used tiling pattern. The data-structure is therefore adapted to arbitrary connectivities and is not limited to uniform tilings, a limitation of some techniques in existing literature.
Notations
In the followings of this article, bolded letters describe either vectors or matrices. The notations for the number of nodes, edges, and faces are detailed in Table 1 . Greek letters are used as weighting parameters between different optimisation functionals, and do not refer to eccentricity, contrarily to some notations found in previous literature. Vectors and matrices usually refer to the linear space of translation of all the edges. We use specific notation in R 3 . The translation of the i th edge is written T ,i . The subscript t is used to describe target eccentricities or engagement lengths in fitting problems (see Table 2 ).
Parallel transformations
The geometry of nexorades can be generated using two principles: the rotation of the members or the translation of the members, or a combination of both, as proposed in [12] . This article proposes to focus on translations, which can be seen on Figure 5 . There are still two ways to create a fan from converging lines. One can imagine pulling the ends of each bar and look at the rotation of the fan. If the fan rotates clockwise, the fan is said to be rightward, else it is leftward [1, 11] .
Boundaries of nexorades
Boundaries of nexorades must be treated separately because they yield fans with different valence and they have less interaction with other structural members. The working hypothesis in this article is shown in Figure 6 . The designer sets first a mesh as input (left of the Figure) . The members that are on the boundary, i.e. the members that belong to one face only, are then deleted. The data structure is then constructed from the network in the middle of Figure 6 . An example of possible nexorade arising from our computational framework is shown on the right of Figure 6 . In practical applications where free-edge must be treated separately, additional members can be added afterwards. The blue lines on the right of Figure 6 correspond to members that are added after the form-finding procedure. Because those lines are only supported on the form-found geometry (on black lines on the Figure) , their eccentricity or engagement lengths can be found by solving uncoupled problems, which is considerably simpler than solving a system of coupled equations, the main difficulty in the form-finding of nexorades.
Construction of linear subspace for nexorades
The key contribution of this article is to describe the design space for nexorades by geometrical transformations rather than nodal coordinates, like previously done in the literature. This approach is inspired from the form-finding of polyhedral meshes by Vaxman [32] . We propose elementary proof that, in nexorades obtained by translation, eccentricity and engagement length depend linearly on the transformation parameters. We start from the relations between two attached lines and then assemble the linear constraints in a matrix form. Building upon these results, it is possible to create a linear subspace for shape exploration with nexorades.
Eccentricity and distance between two lines
The eccentricity is the distance between two attached members. This section recalls the distance between two lines, as represented in Figure 7 and studies its variations when the two lines are translated. We consider thus two
Description Notation
Dimension Null-vector of R n 0 n n × 1 Initial coordinates of the end nodes X e 3n n × 1 Final coordinates of the end nodes X e 3n n × 1 Initial coordinates of the intermediate nodes The signed distance between the lines, i.e. the eccentricity, is simply given by equation (4) .
Notice that the orientation of the members appears at the numerator and denominator of equation (4). Modifying the orientations of the members yields non-linear equations, which require iterative solvers. In the following, we study the change of this distance when the lines D i are translated: their guiding vectors do not change.
Since the vectors t 0 and t 1 are not changed by the translation, equation (4) becomes:
The determinant is 3-linear, so that we can expand it:
In the present study, the lines (D 0 ) and (D 1 ) are originally concurrent, so that the first term is equal to zero. After further expansion, equation (7) becomes:
The eccentricity depends thus linearly on T 0 and T 1 .
Engagement length
In a fan, like the one shown in Figure 2 , each member is in relation with two other members: loosely speaking each member is supported by another member and supports a third member. A simplified representation of the interactions between three members of a fan is shown in Figure  8 : the points P i are the ones minimising the distances between the members neutral axes. The signed distance between P 1 and P 2 is the engagement length l. We introduce the notation t for a guiding vector of the line pointing away from the fan.
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P2 e n g a g e m e n t le n g t h Figure 8 : Notations for the evaluation of the engagement length.
One must thus compute the position of the points P i . The closest point to line 1 on line 0 is written P 0 , as shown in Figure 8 . Its position is found by solving a simple least square problem. The derivation is straight forward and yields equation (10), with the assumption that t 1 = t 0 , which is always verified in practice for nexorades. We write ∆ = M 0 − M 1 .
Like previously, we study the evolution of P 0 when translating the lines D 0 and D 1 . In order to simplify notations, we introduce the function f , which is defined as follows:
The evolution of the closest point of D 1 on D 0 with respect to the translations T 0 and T 1 is then given by:
In the form-finding problem, t 0 and t 1 are fixed. It results that f is a linear function of T 0 and T 1 . The development of equation (9) can be made by using this property. We shall also notice, that in our framework, the lines initially meet because the initial input is a mesh. We can thus write following equation:
It follows that:
The engagement length depends also linearly on the T 0 ,T 1 and T 2 .
Orientation of the fans and assembly
The remarks made on the relations between two lines can be generalised to the whole structure. The key observation is that, as shown in Figure 1 , there are only two-valent connections in nexorades. The linear equations described in the previous part can thus be assembled in a matrix form.
To do so, one needs to define the orientation of the fans. The present paper deals with meshes on manifolds, so that the half-edge data structure can be used to retrieve informations about nodal orientation. An open-source .NET library [33] that implements the half-edge data structure is used in the numerical applications in this article. The half-edge data structure is based on the construction of half-edges which are associated to a unique face, as shown in Figure 9 . For a given node, there is a list of in-going halfedges (respectively out-going half-edges). The end-user only sets his or her preferences for the fan orientation. If the fan is leftwards, then the vector t used in equation (14) corresponds to the orientation of the ingoing half-edges, the vectors should be reversed for rightwards nodes. This choice is automated thanks to the half-edge data structure, including for configurations with alternation of rightwards or lefwards fans with complex topologies. Equation (7) can thus be assembled in a matrix form written in equation (15) . Each inner edge is attached to two fans at each of its extremities, whereas boundary edges are only attached to one fan, there are thus (2n i + n b ) eccentricities measures, and the matrix M E has (2n i + n b ) rows.
Likewise, the engagement lengths depend linearly on the translation parameters: we introduce the notation M L for the matrix that assembles linear constraints. Like M E , M L has (2n i + n b ) rows.
Both M E and M L are sparse, because low connectivity of nexorades.
To be more precise, the number of non-zero terms in the matrices is of 6 (2n i + n b ) and 9 (2n i + n b ) for the eccentricity and engagement length respectively (for each row, six translation components are involved in equation (8) and nine in equation (14)). The proportion of non-zero terms in M E and M L is thus 1 n e and 3 2n e respectively. The number of members being typically comprised between 100 and 1000, there is at most 1% of non-zero terms in M E and M L .
Filtering of non-degenerate translations
Some translations do not affect the eccentricites and engagement lengths and should be filtered out in order to avoid ill-conditioned systems. For example, the translation of a line along its guiding vector does not change the eccentricity or the engagement length, they are referred to as 'degenerate solutions' in the following of this article. We impose thus the n e independent constraints defined by equation (17).
This constraint is computed for each edge and assembled afterwards. By doing so, we compute n e kernels of 3 × 3 matrices (complexity of O (n e )) instead of a single kernel of a 3n e × 3n e matrix (complexity of O n 3 e ). We guarantee thus the computational performance of the method.
Among possible transformations, it is possible to have rigid body modes where all the members are assigned the same translation. Those rigid body modes should also be discarded, since they do not change eccentricities, nor engagement lengths. This removes three degrees of freedom. These constraints reduce thus the dimension of the design space from 3n e degrees of freedom to 2n e − 3 degrees of freedom. Those considerations lead to the construction of a matrix N with 3n e rows and 2n e − 3 columns. The design space of nexorades by edge translation is thus defined as follows:
The vector T is a vector of R 2ne−3 that corresponds to the transformation parameters with non-degenerate translations. Like M E and M L , the matrix N is sparse (with zeros density above 95% in the treated examples of this paper).
Null-space and geometrical interpretation
In numerical applications, the computation of the nullspace of the matrices M E and M L is necessary. The nullspace of M E defines transformations with parallel edges with no eccentricities, while the null-space of M L defines transformations with parallel edges with no engagement length. The intersection of both null-spaces defines therefore transformations with parallel edges with no eccentricities and no engagement lengths. In other words, such transformations map a mesh to another mesh with the same connectivity, where all the corresponding edges are parallel. An example of such transformation is shown in Figure 10 . Such transformations have already been studied in previous literature and are known as discrete Combescure transformations [34] . Poranne et al. showed how to construct the linear space of discrete Combescure transformations by assembling linear constraints computed on each mesh faces [22] . These trasnformations are found in various contexts, for example in the study of equilibrium of thin shell structures [35] . They can also be used to generate torsion-free support layouts or structures with high node congruence [4] . An estimation of the dimension of the space of discrete Combescure transformations is given in [34] and recalled in equation (19) .
This equation should be understood as follows: the only parameter accessible is the length of each edge, but one can choose only (n − 2) independent length parameters for each face for the parallelity condition to be satisfied. There are thus two constraints for each face. The number 3 correponds to the three translations in space that leave edge length invariant.
We are now able to write non-degenerate transformations by translations of a given mesh, which are not discrete Combescure transformations. They represent the practical design space for nexorades by translations. The next section proposes to study the potential of this new design space and the influence of the different design parameters or objectives with different numerical experiments.
Numerical application: form-finding by optimisation
Designers aim at controlling two geometrical quantities when designing nexorades: the eccentricity and the engagement length. This section discusses the possibility to use quadratic optimisation to control these two quantities simultaneously.
Geometrical optimisation of nexorades
Based on equation (15), the error metric for the fitting of eccentricities can be written as a quadratic functional of T and E t , where E t is a vector of target eccentricities (constant for example in [11, 15] ).
A similar error metric can be constructed for the fitting of engagement lengths L t with equation (16):
In practice, the designers aim at simultaneously optimising the engagement length and eccentricities. We propose thus a combined optimisation function written as a weighted sum of the previous objective functions. Notice that no term corresponding to the proximity to the reference surface is used, this choice and its practical implications are discussed in section 4.4. The examples discussed in the following of this paper demonstrate that the introduction of a proximity functional is indeed unnecessar, and ensured indirectly through the low values of E t and the uniformity of values of L t .
The scalar λ is a weighting factor between the two objectives: it is comprised between 0 (priority to the optimisation of eccentricities) and 1 (priority to the optimisation of engagement lengths). The optimisation problem is written as a constrained optimization problem:
We have seen in Section 3.5 that the intersections of the null-spaces of M E and M L is not empty, and correspond to Combescure transformations. This implies that the problem is under-constrained, since we can notice that:
Therefore, we further constrain the problem by constructing the set of discrete Combescure transformations. Like in [22] , we construct the set of Combescure transformation by a matrix N 1 so that N 1 T = 0 by assembling the constraints for each face. In the optimisation problem, we restrict T to be in the column-space of N 1 . This column space is computed with the linear algebra library Math.NET Numerics [36] . We compute thus a full-rank matrix N 2 , which contains an orthonormal basis of the column space of N 1 .
We can thus reformulate the optimisation problem as follows: min
This is a quadratic optimisation problem under linear constraints, which can be solved with a closed-form formula. The derivation of the formula is classical and recalled in the Appendix.
Choice of target eccentricities
Nexorades with constant eccentricity are particularly simple to construct, since one unique connection detail can be used as in the fan depicted in Figure 1 . Possible target eccentricities include all the vectors with constant eccentricity e, either positive or negative.
The number of possible target eccentricities with this practical constraint is thus of 2 2ni+n b . As the number of members increases, the difficulty for the designer is thus to choose properly the signs in equation (27).
In the followings of this paper, eccentricities are optimised towards zero, mainly because of the application to the wooden pavilion shown in Section 5. The proposed detailing shown in this article does not rely on half-lapped joints or scaffolding connectors, which are the most common details found in the literature. Half-lapped joints significantly decrease the static height of the members and weakens thus the structure, while scaffolding connectors are only suited for cylindrical members, which are not commonly found for timber. Two simple alternatives are glued connections and end-grain screws: glued connections have been proposed in [37] , while this paper explores endgrain screws. With this kind of connection, the smaller the eccentricities, the larger the contact surface between members and therefore the higher the level-arm between screws. Minimising eccentricities improves thus the structural behaviour and eases constructability.
The eccentricity is an objective of the optimisation, and is therefore not treated as a hard constraint, but rather as a soft constraint. This is contrary to the point of view of Baverel and Nooshin, who considered that eccentricity was a technological constraint [1] . The treatement of the equations is however simplified, and this strategy has already been adopted in previous articles [14] .
The results of the form-finding with zero-eccentricity can be used as a hint for the form-finding with non-zero eccentricity. Once the first step of the form-finding with zero-eccentricity is achieved, the designer can retrieve the signs of the eccentricities E: this gives thus a preferred top/bottom arrangement for the members. The idea of choosing the top-bottom arrangement from a preliminary step rather than using it as a design parameter is present in previous form-finding techniques [11, 14] . If one considers building with cylindrical members, the optimal radius of the rods can be found by solving a linear programming problem.
Choice of target engagement lengths
Engagement lengths can be optimised towards a target length, constant throughout the mesh, or to a length that is proportional to the initial member length. In order to clarify the discussion in the followings, we will choose one type of optimisation and target constant eccentricities and engagement lengths. Engagement lengths are optimised towards a constant length for all fans.
where 1 2n i +n b is a vector of dimension 2n i + n b containing only 1's. The target engagement length L T can be defined relatively to the average of the member lengths l mean in the initial configuration. We may introduce in this case the scalar α, which takes values between 0 and 0.5. Large values of α correspond to large engagement lengths.
The influence of the parameter α will be investigated in the next section.
Influence of the connectivity
Architects and engineers can choose different fan orientations and create structures with different behaviours. Although the framework proposed in this article can be generalised to arbitrary mesh connectivities, we focus here on nexorades obtained as transformations of quadrilateral meshes, which are ubiquituous in free-form architecture.
We discuss here the choice of two strategies: one where all the fans have the same orientation (leftwards for example) and one where two adjacent fans have opposite orientations. The latter one is possible only when the nodes are two-colorable, which restricts the meshing strategies of a surface. The choice of either pattern has an influence on the structural performance of the nexorade, as discussed in [11] and [12] . We propose here to discuss the relation between the choice of the pattern and the performance of the optimisation presented in this Section. Figure 11 shows a nexorade found on an ellipsoid meshed by its lines of curvature. It features closed curves and two singularities of type 'lemon'. The engagement length ratio is α = 0.1, a typical value for nexorades.
The mesh has to be adapted to transform the two quads attached to a singularity of valence 2 into two triangles, as shown in Figure 12 , because a fan with two members cannot be closed. Notice that, by modifying the connectivity, the nodes on the right of Figure 12 are not two-colorable anymore. The two nodes belonging to the triangles have the same orientation. Figures 13a and 13b show the relative performance of the two fan orientation strategies. The error is measured as follows: Figure 13 shows the errors normalised with the target engagement length for the nexorade depicted in Figure 11 . In practical applications, members usually have a slenderness (length-over-height ratio) smaller than 10. Considering that the target engagement length is 10% of the average member length, we should thus recall that designers aim at a relative error smaller than 1 in Figure 13b . Remarkably, the normalised errors proposed in Figure 13 do not depend on the value of α: indeed it can be shown (see Appendix) that the optimal eccentricities and engagement lengths depend linearly on α when the target eccentricty is the null vector, so that normalising them with the target engagement length yields a constant value.
The two alternation strategies have similar performances when optimising for engagement length at higher values of λ, as shown in Figure 13a . The maximal error is located at the singularity, where the member arrangement is the most complex. The relative difference between the maximal errors for the two strategies is of 4% for λ = 0.98. Notice however that the two strategies yield very different results when optimising for eccentricities, i.e. λ is small. It can be seen in Figure 13b that the orientation strategy has a different influence on the eccentricities. The eccentricity obtained with the alternated orientations is two times lower. Alternating fan orientations seems thus to provide better results in terms of geometrical fitting. This is visually confirmed by Figure 14 , which shows the best-fitting nexorade of an input mesh with two alternation strategies. When the fans all have the same orientation, the shape seems to rotate. Notice in particular the axis of symmetry, which is originally horizontal in Figure  14 :
• with the alternated pattern, the points of the axis do not move much but the top and bottom lose their symmetry with respect to the horizontal line. Because the shape has initially two axes of symmetry, the resulting nexorade still has a symmetry of rotation. Choosing two different fan orientations (by changing leftwards fans into rightwards fans and vice-versa) yields the same shape up to a reflection in the case of Figure 14 .
• with the non-alternated pattern, the points of the axis move away from the horizontal line. The shape has no symmetry. Choosing two different fan orientations (only leftwards or only rightwards) yields two different shapes here. The mesh is however much more uniform in this case.
These symmetries properties are inherent to the alternation strategies and can be referred to as chirality in material science community. A chiral structure has a nonsuperimposable mirror image of itself. The alternate translation strategy yields an anti-tetra-chiral pattern while the non-alternated one is a tetra-chiral pattern [38] . In the following of this article, we consider only the alternated pattern, since it provides better results in the fitting problems. The potential of this strategy can be illustrated through Figures 15, which show another application for a shape with a complex topology, meshed initially with four singularities. To the best of the author's knowledge, no previous work in the literature studied patterns with several singularities.
The resulting shape has several closed loops and singularities. It should be noted that the overall shape is visually preserved by the transformation, although proximity to the initial shape is not included in the objective function. This is confirmed by studying the distance between the fan centroid (defined as the barycentre of the ends of the lines of the members), and the its initial position before transformation. This distance is on average a fraction of the engagement length (1/6 th of the target engagement length in Figure 15 ). Moreover, the average distance of the fan centroid to the reference mesh is only 1/40 th of the target engagement length in Figure 15 , which means that the vertices move in the osculating plane of the reference surface. The proximity of the nexorade to the initial surface is due to the filtering of rigid body modes and Combescure transformations in the optimisation formulation.
Influence of optimisation parameter
The designer aiming at optimising engagement lengths and eccentricities must find the compromise between the two objectives, which is determined by the value of λ in equation (22) . Some comments can be made on the influence of its value on the output of the optimisation. We propose to illustrate this with another shape with a complex topology. Figure 16 displays three nexorades that result from the combined optimisation problem of equation (22) . There are 1320 inner edges and 176 boundary edges.
The example of Figure 16 is tested for 23 different values of λ. We recall that E and L are proportional to α. Figure 17 represents the influence of the value of λ on the maximal error made on eccentricity and engagement length for the initial geometry depicted in Figure 16 . With small values of λ, the combined optimisation sets preference on engagement length fitting.
Notice finally that e max tends towards zero when λ is small. It is logical, since T = 0 is an obvious minimiser of F E when E T = 0, but it is not a minimiser of F L . This remark only holds for E T = 0 and because we filter Combescure transformations and rigid body modes (which are also obvious minimisers of F E when E T = 0). 
Discussion on practical applications
With the influence of the different design parameters on the output of the form finding procedure having been discussed, we can focus on practical applications of the framework proposed in the present article.
Shell-nexorade hybrid
The framework proposed for the morphogenesis of nexorades is based upon translation of the edges of a mesh. Coplanarity of lines is preserved by translation of either lines. This fact is used in surfaces of translations, which have been proposed by Schlaich and Schober to generate gridshells covered by planar facets [39] . For nexorades, it means that starting with a reference mesh with planar facets and applying the translation method yields a nexorade covered with planar facets. The planar facets can be used to brace the nexorade, if mechanically connected to the members. We call shell-nexorade hybrid the resulting structural system, because it behaves as a shell.
The literature on mesh planarisation for architecture is rich, and the designers are not restricted to triangular facets only. Indeed, surfaces can be covered with planar quadrangular or hexagonal facets, for example if they are meshed along their lines of curvature [40, 41] , like in Figure  11 . The form finding technique proposed in this article can thus build upon the rich literature on polyhedral meshes to generate shell-nexorade hybrids.
Offsets
By definition, connections in nexorades are two-valent, meaning that only two members meet at a connection. Systems with low valence generally have many possible offset with planar members and torsion-free nodes. If one views nexorades as meshes, the connection is three-valent, and there is an alignment constraint between two lines, as illustrated in Figure 18 , where the vertices are marked as white circles. Three valent systems necessarily admit constant face offsets, which allows for the use of plates of constant thickness to cover and brace the structure.
Design and construction of a shell-nexorade hybrid: the 2017 Build'in Pavilion
Digital manufacturing technologies enable new possibilities for nexorades. In particular, non-uniform eccentricities can be dealt with custom robotised fabrication [37] . A timber pavilion, shown in Figure 19 has been fabricated to illustrate the potential of the proposed structural system. It spans 6.5m and cover 50m 2 with a structural depth of 14 centimeters. The 102 members are braced by more than sixty planar quadrangular timber panels. Figure 20 shows the different iterations for the form finding of the pavilion. First, a reference geometry is defined based on the site constraints. Then, a fitting problem is solved with the marionette technique in order to find a PQ-mesh in the vicinity of the reference surface [23, 24] . The translation technique proposed in the previous sections is then applied: the objective is to minimize eccentricities and to have uniform engagement lengths. The optimal fitting problem and translation technique are both based on the solution of one linear system and can thus be conducted in real-time. Several iterations between engagement length and reference geometry have been performed in order to satisfy both mechanical and fabrication constraints. Figure 21 shows the T-junction between two members. Screws are used because they are relatively simple to put on site and provide a good mechanical behaviour. Guiding holes have been drilled with robotic arms in order to ease the on-site assembly. Three screws are following the neutral axis of the incoming member (guiding vector: e x ). The rotation along the weak axis of the incoming member (guiding vector: e z on the picture) are allowed by the connection detail, but the two other rotations (out-of plane bending and member torsion) are restricted. This makes the structure highly redundant and stable even without the panels. Figure 22 shows a detail of the attachement between the panels and members. The engagement window is not covered by a panel. This image should be compared to Figure 2 , which shows a fan. It seems here that there is no eccentricity, but the members were milled with two collaborating 6-axes robots in order to avoid the direct exposure of the fibers and to erase the offset of members top surface. The higher the eccentricity, the more timber is removed from the cross-section and the weaker the section. This explains why this article focuses on optimisation towards zero eccentricity.
Benefits of shell-nexorade hybrids
The detailed structural behaviour of shell-nexorade hybrids is beyond the scope of this paper, but it can be illustrated with a simple comparative study of the pavilion shown in this section with or without plates used as a bracing system. We considered different load cases: self-weight, symmetrical snow load, non-symmetrical wind loads and eccidental loads according to the Eurocode. The results of our study show that the shell-nexorade hybrid outperforms the unbraced nexorade, with much smaller forces applied to the connection details, as illustrated in Figure 23 . The average bending moment in the connection is divided by 8, shear and axial forces are also significantly lower in the shell-nexorade hybrid. The planar plates stiffen significantly the structure: the maximal displacement under wind load is divided by 12, with a mass increase of approximately 30%. The innovative bracing system based on the translation technique developed in this paper and used in the pavilion is thus proved to be highly efficient and opens new perspectives of applications for nexorades.
The difference between the two models can be explained by the coupling between axial forces and in-plane bending in unbraced nexorades. On the left of Figure 25 , it appears that the members are subject to a rotation, especially on the central fan. On the right, this deformation mode does not exist, and the structure is subject to an out-of-plane deformation (amplification of deformation is identical for both pictures). 
Conclusion
This article proposed a linear formulation for the formfinding of nexorades by translation. This simplifies the optimisation for the fitting of engagement lengths or eccentricities, since it reduces to quadratic optimisation under linear constraint. Although the proposed method is suited to various patterns, a special focus has been made on nexorades derived from quadrilateral meshes. Future work can include application to other structural patterns, which have been proven to be structurally efficient and constructible [42] . The examples treated in the present paper consider eccentricity as an optimisation objective rather than a hard constraint. The method could also be coupled with existing form-finding methods, like dynamic relaxation, in order to fully satisfy constraints of eccentricies used in classical nexorades.
We also proved the invariance of the solutions by discrete Combescure transformations, which are naturally used to generate double layer structures. The proposed methodology could thus be extended to double-layer nexorades. Furthermore, we have demonstrated that the translation method preserves facet planarity, which opens possibilities for bracing nexorades with planar structural components.
This article proposed a new structural system called shell-nexorade hybrid. Its structural potential has been demonstrated by the construction of a large-scale timber pavilion. The fabrication of a full-scale pavilion allowed for some insight about the scalibility of hybrid nexorades. Fabrication and sites constraints required looping between the form-finding procedure, structural analysis and geometry assessment. The reliability of the form-finding method proposed in this paper was key to the success of the design procedure.
The method used in this article takes inspiration of recent advances in computer graphics to solve a constructability problem. The identification construction constraints and their invariants by geometrical transformations for atomic elements of a structure significantly simplifies the form-finding of the whole structure. The form finding of nexorades deals with alignment constraints and is thus likely to rely on geometrical transformations that play a particular role in line geometry. The methodology proposed in this paper could thus be applied to nexorades with other transformations, like projective transformations, or to other structural systems.
